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Old Possessions, New Myths got created in Athens, Greece 
during the summer of 2017. The project reflects on the 
relationship between property and identity in times of crisis. 
Through urban interventions I raise the question of ownership 
and emotional belonging in a neoliberal world where new 
narratives need to be created. Local culture, countless 
conversations and a hint of mythology were main inspiration 
for the project. I lend methods and forms of expression from 
what I saw in Athens - from street art to flyers. 



It’s all about the money. 



It’s all about the money. 
Or it’s all about property.



Property = identity



= dignity



http://www.hradf.com/en/portfolio  
(click the link)

Through my research I stumbled over the website of the Hellenic 
Republic Asset Development Fund. There one can buy pretty 
much everything that belongs to Greece - from port authorities 
and islands, over thermal springs and airports to drinking water. 

http://www.hradf.com/en/portfolio


questions

*



Reacting to this website I started a flyer campaign raising the 
question of ‘ownership’. Not only regarding economical 
property, but also the question of who owns - to whom belongs - 
the Aegean Sea, the views, the olives, the cats in front of white-
blue houses, the Greek identity; if the whole country is one sale? 



questions















flyers

*



Inspired by the excessive flyer culture in Athens, I picked up this 
tradition and designed my own flyers inspired by the website of 
the Hellenic Republic Asset Development Fund.



Inspiration













During the time of my residence was a period of extraordinary bad 
weather for Greek standards. Thus those flyers got generated, referring 
to the phone number of the Lost and Found office in Athens. 







posters

*



With the posters I look at the subject from a broader EU angle.  

The flag, and Europe’s hypocritical values.  
The stone, a loaded object, key symbol in Greek mythology. The 
stone Zeus’ father Cronus eats in the believe it was his son; the 
stones which flew through the air during anti-austerity protests. 
The acropolis by night, how will this place look like in 10 years, 
when austerity leads to a shut down of lights and just the 
memory of a post card view will remain under the full moon.



















projections

*



I developed a tool for guerrilla projections in public space. As 
part of my ongoing project iComment I throw - with the help of a 
cell phone hack - hashtags on walls, floors and facades. With 
this ‘temporary graffiti ‘ I comment on social-political issues in 
Greece as well as the comment-culture itself. By hashtagging the 
pictures on Instagram I create an infinite hashtag loop.





#ownyourcity 



#notonsale 



#328,5billionEuros 

(the outstanding Greek 
debt in July 2017) 



#upforgrabs 



#myth 



#learningfrombotropp / ‘Learning from Athens’ was the ‘Motto’ of 
Documenta 14 in Athens that year 



#identity 



#whodoesthisbelongto? 



#neoliberalismisgod 



#spaceisdemocracy 

#ancient 

#cute 

#thisismywall 



#property 



#followme 



https://www.instagram.com/tag.city/


a myth

*



Inspired by Greek mythology I created a myth, with the effort to 
tell new stories showing another side of Greece and its citizens. 
The myth emerged in July 2017 when the carbage collectors of 
Athens were on strike. Seen as following..



Athens, July 2017





Skoupídia, the new 
goddess. With a huge 
souvlaki stick she 
collects garbage and 
stands together with a 
cat for solidarity and 
renewal. 

Just like Athina she has 
an animal on her 
shoulder and a ‘spear’ 
in her hand. 

Spread the myth!
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Skoupídia on the front
The myth on the back





Spread the myth.
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